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Observatoire de la Capitale 

"Quebec City with a View"

There may be no better view of the city than that from 725 feet (221

meters) above sea level, which is why this observatory is a great place to

discover Quebec City. Located on top of the Marie-Guyart Building, the

Observatoire de la Capitale has an interesting interpretation center where

visitors can learn about the history of Quebec City on urban, industrial,

maritime, architectural, political and geographical levels. Guided visits are

offered daily.

 +1 418 644 9841  www.observatoirecapitale.

org

 info@observatoirecapitale.

org

 1037 Rue De La Chevrotière,

31st floor, Édifice Marie-

Guyart, Quebec City QC

 by Michel Rathwell   

Parliament Building 

"Seat of Quebec Government"

Built in the late 19th Century in an atypical Second Empire style, this

preeminent landmark oversees Quebec's parliamentary proceedings in

the province's capital city. Every bit as impressive as its counterparts in

other provinces, Quebec City's Parliament Building bears a striking

resemblance to another North American monument - the Philadelphia City

Hall. The building comprises of four distinct wings that forge a square

spanning nearly 100 meters (328 feet) on each side. While the building is

home to the revered National Assembly Chamber and the National

Assembly Library, hours can be spent admiring the remarkable edifice

itself, which has more than 25 statues of notable figures built into its

facade. The immaculately landscaped grounds of the structure are

another marvelous feature, replete with fountains and well-maintained

gardens.

 +1 418 643 7239  www.assnat.qc.ca/en/visit

eurs/index.html

 responsable.contenu@assn

at.qc.ca

 1045 Rue des

Parlementaires, Quebec City

QC

 by Eric Fortin   

Fontaine de Tourny 

"Graceful Gift"

Standing proudly against the magnificent backdrop of the Hotel du

Parlement, Fontaine de Tourny is a fine example of Quebecois' love for

their city. The fountain was built in the mid-19th Century by French

sculptor Mathurin Moreau, and graced the city of Bordeaux until 1960.

After numerous years of disuse, the fountain was purchased and brought

to Quebec by an eminent city-based businessman as a gift to its people.

Named after the street on which it originally stood, the large fountain

features majestic sculptural details and an astounding 43 outlets. Come

evening, the fountain, illuminated in all its glory, is truly a sight to behold.

 +1 418 641 6290 (Tourist Information)  www.quebecregion.com/en/quebec-

city-and-area/fountains/tourny

 Grande Allee E, Quebec City QC
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Basilique Cathédrale Notre-Dame

de Québec 

"A Heritage Place of Worship"

Built in the year 1647 and replacing a former chapel, the Notre-Dame de

Québec Basilica Cathedral is a listed World Heritage Church and the first

of its kind to be elevated to the rank of minor basilica. The church is a fine

example of Neo-classical architecture and its interior was designed by

Jean Baillairgé. A tour to the cathedral would take you through the main

features of the cathedral that includes the stained glass windows,

paintings and the tomb of Quebec's first bishop, François de Laval.

 +1 418 692 2533  notredamedequebec.org/e

n/feasts-of-the-350th

 secretariat@nddq.org  16 rue de Buade, Quebec

City QC

 by Mike Durkin   

Fairmont Le Château Frontenac 

"Picture Perfect"

The grand Château Frontenac is not only the most recognizable feature of

the Quebec City skyline, it holds the Guinness World Record for being the

"most photographed hotel in the world". Perched on a hill overlooking St.

Lawrence River, the monumental chateau-style hotel was custom built in

1893 for the Canadian Pacific Railway as a luxury resort. The original hotel

was designed by Bruce Price and completed by William Sutherland

Maxwell who added the iconic central tower in 1924. Although not the

tallest, Château Frontenac dominates the city skyline with its peculiar

silhouette; an undeniably exalted example of Victorian Architecture. The

hotel is now the Fairmont Le Château Frontenac, featuring over 600

guestrooms of varying sizes, each luxuriously appointed and many

offering incredible views over the St Lawrence River.

 +1 418 692 3861  www.fairmont.com/fronte

nac-quebec/

 chateaufrontenac@fairmon

t.com

 1 Rue des Carrières, Quebec

City QC

 by Punkzealot   

Pierre Laporte Bridge 

"Crossing the Saint Lawrence River"

The Pierre Laporte Bridge is Canada's longest suspension bridge,

spanning the distance between the banks of the Saint Lawrence River.

Built in 1970, the Pierre Laporte is also the world's longest non-tolled

suspension bridge. Although originally intended to bear the name of

Frontenac, the majestic structure was christened in honor of the Vice-

Premiere Pierre Laporte who was kidnapped and killed shortly before the

completion of the bridge. Just 200 meters to the west of the iconic

Quebec Bridge, the Pierre Laporte is the more contemporary counterpoint

to the world's longest cantilever span.

 +1 877 783 1608  www.quebecregion.com/en/  Pierre Laporte Bridge, Quebec City QC
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